Spatial gradients of Hedgehog signalling play a central role in many patterning events during animal development, regulating cell fate determination and tissue growth in a variety of tissues and developmental stages. Experimental evidence suggests that many of the proteins responsible for regulating Hedgehog signalling and transport are themselves targets of Hedgehog signalling, leading to multiple levels of feedback within the system. We use mathematical modelling to analyse how these overlapping feedbacks combine to regulate patterning and potentially enhance robustness in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc. Our results predict that the regulation of Hedgehog transport and stability by glypicans, as well as multiple overlapping feedbacks in the Hedgehog response network, can combine to enhance the robustness of positional specification against variability in Hedgehog levels. We also discuss potential trade-offs between robustness and additional features of the Hedgehog gradient, such as signalling range and size regulation.
Introduction
During the development of multi-cellular organisms, the spatial patterning of a wide range of tissues depends on the localised secretion of signalling factors (called morphogens) that move across the tissue to establish a spatial concentration gradient. These morphogen gradients are interpreted and modified by cellular signalling pathways in the responding tissue, where they regulate growth, gene expression and the eventual patterns of cell fate (Tabata and Takei (2004) , Ashe and Briscoe (2006) , Lander (2007) , Jaeger et al. (2008) ).
A remarkable feature of this process is the precision and robustness of the resulting patterns of cell fate in the face of fluctuations in protein levels and natural variability in the size and genetics of individuals. This prompts us to investigate the mechanisms that underlie properties such as robustness and size regulation. To this end, mathematical modelling can complement experimental results, providing a deeper understanding of the mechanisms behind these properties (Jaeger et al. (2008) ). In this paper, we present a new mathematical model of Hedgehog (HH) gradient formation and signalling in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc, and use this to explore how the robustness of the positions of target gene expression boundaries is affected by a range of experimentally observed mechanisms. The Hedgehog signalling pathway has been highly conserved during evolution, and plays a central role in the patterning of a range of tissues in both vertebrates and invertebrates (Ingham and McMahon (2001) , Jia and Jiang (2006) , Jiang and Hui (2008) , Varjosalo and Taipale (2008) ). Moreover, mis-regulation of the pathway is associated with a number of cancers and other human diseases (Mullor et al. (2002), Jiang and Hui (2008) , Varjosalo and Taipale (2008) ). Therefore, studying this system in the well characterised wing disc can provide insight into the development and mis-regulation of more complex tissues.
In the wing disc, HH is secreted by all cells of the posterior compartment, from where it moves into the anterior compartment, resulting in the formation of a stable posterior-to-anterior concentration gradient (Ingham and McMahon (2001) , Jia and Jiang (2006) , Callejo et al. (2006) ).
In signal-receiving cells in the anterior compartment, numerous target genes are expressed in response to different levels of HH signalling (Fig. 1A) . The essential features of the Hedgehog signalling pathway are illustrated in Fig. 1B . HH binds to the transmembrane receptor Patched (PTC). When not bound by HH, PTC represses the activity of Smoothened (SMO), and consequently the remainder of the signalling pathway (including Costal2 (COS2) and Fused (FU)) promotes the phosphorylation and truncation of the transcription factor Cubitus interruptus (CI), yielding the repressive form CIR. However, on HH binding to PTC, the HH-PTC complex is internalised and degraded, releasing the inhibition of SMO, which can then recruit COS2 and FU. Phosphorylation of CI is consequently prevented, allowing the accumulation of the active form of CI (CIA). Target genes are regulated by both CIR and CIA at different thresholds. Important target genes include decapentaplegic (dpp), which encodes a second morphogen involved in anterior-posterior patterning and wing growth (Basler and Struhl (1994) , Affolter and Basler (2007) ), and collier (col ), which plays an important role in wing vein positioning (Crozatier et al. (2003) ).
Numerous factors are involved in regulating HH transport and signalling, many of which are themselves signalling targets (Fig. 1B) . For example, ptc is a direct target of Hedgehog signalling (Chen and Struhl (1996) ), and inhibition of SMO by PTC is antagonised by the bound HH-PTC complex (Casali and Struhl (2004) ), leading to overlapping positive and negative feedback loops (Fig. 2 ). An analogous positive feedback loop also exists within the signalling pathway itself-Fused and Smoothened mutually promote each others activity and antagonise Patched function in response to high levels of signalling (Claret et al. (2007) , Liu et al. (2007) ).
An additional group of factors, which both regulate and are regulated by Hedgehog signalling, are Heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs), such as Dally and Dally-like (Dlp). Dally and Dally-like are both up-regulated in response to Hedgehog signalling, leading to a stripe of high expression (in each case) in anterior cells near the anterior-posterior border (Fujise et al. (2001) , Crickmore and Mann (2007) , Gallet et al. (2008) ). This stripe overlaps with the Hedgehog signalling region and both proteins have been shown to influence the signalling pathway, in response to both high and low levels of Hedgehog (Callejo et al. (2006) , Eugster et al. (2007) , Gallet et al. (2008) ).
Moreover, Dally and Dally-like are involved in the transport of HH across the tissue (Han et al. (2004) ), as well as in protecting it from degradation (Lin (2004) , Bornemann et al. (2004) , Callejo et al. (2006) ). Changes to Hedgehog accumulation, transport and signalling range have also been observed in mutants that affect HSPG interactions or structure, such as shifted (Glise et al. (2005) ), tout velu and sister of tout-velu (Bornemann et al. (2004) ).
Many of the interactions and feedbacks identified in the wing disc also feature in the Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) signalling pathway in vertebrates. For example, Shh signalling results in the up-regulation of its receptor Ptc1 (Marigo and Tabin (1996) ). Moreover, additional layers of regulation beyond those observed in Drosophila also exist. In particular, Shh signaling regulates a number of additional cell surface proteins that interact with and modulate the spread of Shh proteins across the tissue (Dessaud et al. (2008) ).
Both experimental data and mathematical modelling suggest that regulative feedback and transport could play a central role in ensuring robustness and size-regulation in morphogen responses, in a range of developmental processes (Eldar et al. (2003) , Ben-Zvi et al. (2008) , Jaeger et al. (2008) ). For example, in both Drosophila and Xenopus embryos, a combination of experimental and theoretical work has shown that the Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) gradient-which patterns the dorso-ventral body axis-is robust against changes in the levels of important signalling factors and scales according to embryo size (Umulis et al. (2006) , Ben-Zvi et al. (2008) ).
The models predict that this striking robustness depends on a combination of facilitated BMP transport and local regulation of BMPs in response to signalling. Mathematical modelling has also been used to investigate how HSPGs affect morphogen gradient formation and patterning, especially in relation to Wingless and Decapentaplegic signalling in the Drosophila wing (e.g. Hufnagel et al. (2006) , Lander et al. (2007) ).
In the context of patterning by Hedgehog gradients, previous theoretical work has investigated how the up-regulation of ptc in response to Hedgehog signalling could enhance robustness to variations in Hedgehog production rate (Eldar et al. (2003) ). In addition to ptc regulation, a number of other features of Hedgehog signalling in both vertebrates and invertebrates have been explored using mathematical models. Saha and Schaffer (2006) have produced a detailed model for Shh signalling in the vertebrate neural tube that incorporates both ptc up-regulation and Shh interactions with HSPGs and transmembrane proteins, such as Hhip and Dispatched. In the models, these interactions were shown to modify both the shape of the Shh gradient and the range of signalling, by regulating the rate of Shh movement and internalisation. Models have also been produced to investigate growth in the vertebrate limb bud (Dillon et al. (2003)) and bi-stability in Shh signalling in the vertebrate neural tube (Lai et al. (2004) ). Moreover, Nahmad et al. (2008) have recently produced a model to investigate anterior-posterior wing disc patterning in Drosophila and ants, focusing on both Hh and Dpp signalling. Nahmad and Stathopoulos (2009) have also then gone on to investigate temporal effects on gradient formation and the eventual patterns of certain target genes. Existing models have been based predominantly on differential equations, but stochastic modelling (Lai et al. (2004) ) and logical models (González et al. (2008) ) have also been used.
This theoretical work has provided important insights into the function of certain interactions and model parameters. However, the roles of a number of experimentally observed mechanisms have yet to be investigated, and a complete understanding of the system is still lacking. In particular, how the multiple signalling components and feedbacks combine to regulate system properties such as robustness remains unclear. Furthermore, there is significant variability in parameter values between existing models, making it difficult to draw definite conclusions about the relative importance of different regulative mechanisms.
We have developed a new mathematical model for Hedgehog signalling in the Drosophila imaginal wing disc, focusing on the main regulatory interactions and feedbacks in the system. The model is simple enough to allow mathematical analysis and parameter estimation based on experimental data. Through the analysis of the gradients produced in this model, we explore the ways in which a number of experimentally observed interactions and feedbacks can combine to regulate the robustness of the spatial patterning of Hedgehog target gene expression. After demonstrating that wing patterning is in fact robust to changes in the rate of Hedgehog production, we use the model to investigate in detail how the positions of target gene expression boundaries respond to variability in Hedgehog production, stability and transport. We also determine how these interactions affect the additional system-level properties of size-regulation and signalling range. Drawing on the strong similarities between the Hedgehog signalling pathway in different species, we also discuss how our results relate to more complex processes such as the patterning of the vertebrate neural tube by Shh.
Materials and Methods

A new mathematical model of Hedgehog gradient formation in the Drosophila
wing imaginal disc
We have developed a new mathematical model for Hedgehog signalling in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc. Hedgehog protein (HH) is produced in all cells of the posterior compartment and moves within the tissue, establishing a spatial concentration gradient in the anterior compartment. Experimental evidence indicates that the principal determinant of Hedgehog signalling is position along the anterior-posterior axis of the disc. We therefore neglect any dependence on dorso-ventral position and study a one-dimensional anterior-posterior cross section across the disc. We denote position along the anterior-posterior (AP) axis by x, such that −L A ≤ x ≤ L P , x = 0 corresponds to the AP boundary, and L A and L P are the lengths of the anterior and posterior compartments, respectively. Our one-dimensional domain is similar to those used in previous models of gradient formation (e.g. Lander et al. (2002) , Eldar et al. (2003 ), Hufnagel et al. (2006 , Lander et al. (2007) ). Since HH is produced only in posterior compartment cells, and the signalling pathway is active only in anterior compartment cells, the model equations take distinct forms on the two sides of the AP compartment boundary.
The dynamics of the model variables V (x, t) are represented by deterministic differential equations that model how the concentration or activity levels [V ] vary over time (t) and space (x).
For simplicity, we do not include mRNAs explicitly, focusing rather on key proteins and protein complexes. Moreover, we represent the central uni-directional section of the Hedgehog signalling cascade (including SMO and CI-see Fig. 1B ), by a single variable S corresponding to 'signalling response'. These simplifications do not affect the forms of the key feedbacks and transport mechanisms that are the main focus of this paper, but do reduce the number of model parameters and facilitate analysis of the model. These features are encoded in the following differential equations, with individual parameters described in Table 1 :
Anterior cells: Published experimental data and model approximations were used to generate reasonable estimates of (or constraints on) the values of the main model parameters (see Table 1 and C1-C10 in
Supporting Text
). This process required specification of the (relative) levels of HH b at the posterior margin (µ) and the anterior-posterior boundary (α 0 ), and of the value of Z at the Patched production boundary (z A ). The issue of parameter estimation is addressed in the Discussion.
In order to obtain approximate analytic expressions for different sections of the HH b gradient, two reduced models were derived (Models B and C in Supporting Text) . These approximations were used to derive Eqns. (9)- (17) below. Comparisons of the steady-state gradients generated by these approximations and by the full model are shown in Supporting Figure S16 .
Model non-dimensionalisation
The model is non-dimensionalised by scaling all variables by the levels of PTC at the anterior margin, where there is little Hedgehog signalling (given by ρ p1 γ p ). Distance is scaled by the average cell diameter w ≈ 2.6µm (Kicheva et al. (2007) ), and time by the half-life of PTC.
Specifically, we set
Parameters are scaled as follows:
How these non-dimensionalised parameters correspond to real parameters is revisited in the Discussion.
Functions used during analysis and simulations
The full model (Eqns. (1)- (8)) includes increasing and decreasing functions (f i and g i ) to represent the rate of production of regulated variables. In simulations, we use sigmoidal Hill functions:
, where x is the input concentration for function i, c i is the activation / inhibition threshold and n i encodes the steepness (cooperativity) of regulation about the threshold. The values of c i and n i used for PTC and S regulation are given in Table 1 . For PTC regulation, we use a relatively steep function (n p = 8), since the threshold c p = 0.72 is quite close to 1 and a large n p is necessary to achieve a maximum response (f p ≈ 1) when signalling S is high.
Since this model simplifies the main signalling cascade into a single variable, these Hill functions provide a way of accounting for any non-linear responses in the signalling pathway. Moreover, non-linearity (setting n p = 8) provides a good fit to the Patched profiles reported in Casali and Struhl (2004) . The results of simulations using either n p = 4 or linear production functions are shown in Supporting Figures S10-S13 and demonstrate that there is no qualitative difference.
To represent the dependence of HH transport, stability and signalling on HSPG levels, relevant parameters take compartment-specific values. As a simplification, we assume that parameter values are spatially uniform within each compartment. However, to represent the effect of HSPG regulation (via signalling) on the binding rate of HH and PTC (k on ), we use a function of the
When deriving Eqns. (13)- (15) 
Experimental procedures
Drosophila strains
The following strains were used: Oregon-R, a natural population used as wild-type (wt) and ry 506 , hh AC /TM6B,Tb1 hh AC being an amorphic allele which removes the hh promoter and part of the coding region (Lee et al. (1992) ).
Immunohistochemistry and images capture
Discs were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 20 min. To reduce background staining, tissues were incubated one hour in PAT (PBS containing 1% Tween 20 and 0.1% BSA). Incubation with primary antibody was carried out overnight at 4 • C in PAT using a mouse anti-Col antibody, 1:50 (Dubois et al. (2007) ), followed by fluorescent secondary antisera. Imaginal discs were mounted in polyvinyl alcohol 4-88 (Fluka) and observed with Leica SP5 confocal microscope. Captured images were assembled with Adobe Photoshop.
Results
Robustness of wing patterning in response to changes in Hedgehog production
Since many To demonstrate that patterning is indeed robust to variations in Hedgehog production, we have analysed the wing phenotype of adult flies where the production of Hedgehog is challenged by removing one copy of the hh gene. We focused particularly on the presence and position of the adult longitudinal veins (L2 to L5) which are highly stereotypically patterned in response to Hedgehog dependent secondary signals (Blair (2007) ). To perform this analysis, we used a Drosophila stock carrying the hh AC null allele, where the hh promoter and part of the coding sequence were removed (Lee et al. (1992) ), over the TM6B balancer chromosome. We then outcrossed this stock with wild-type Oregon-R flies and analysed the wing phenotypes of all the hh AC /+ and TM6B/+ adults emerging from this cross (Fig. 3 ). All the TM6B/+ wings analysed (n=252) were wild-type. Of all the hh AC /+ wings analyzed (n=422), the majority of the wings present no mutant phenotype (Fig. 3A) , but around 5% of the wings (n=19) show a slight disruption of the tip of L5 vein (Fig. 3B ). This defect is reminiscent of phenotypes observed in some mutant alleles of the Hedgehog canonical transcription factor encoding gene cubitus interruptus (ci ) (Slusarski et al. (1995) ). However, we never observed any modification of the positioning of veins L3 and L4 in adult hh AC /+ wings, which is a sensitive and direct read-out of Hedgehog activity in the wing. Indeed, the L3-L4 vein spacing is precisely defined by Hedgehog signalling through the activation of the Collier (Col) transcription factor during third instar larval stage. Subsequently, Collier specifies the presumptive L3-L4 intervein domain in a cell autonomous manner but also contributes to the induction of L3 and L4 provein cells in adjacent domains (Crozatier et al. (2002) ). To further confirm the absence of an L3-L4 patterning defect in heterozygous hh flies, we analysed Collier expression in late third instar wing imaginal discs from wild-type (wt) or hh AC /+ flies ( Fig. 3D-E ). We were unable to visualise any modification of the number of cells activating Collier along the Anterior-Posterior (AP) axis (Fig. 3F ). Taken together, these results confirm the robustness of Hedgehog signalling to changes in the HH production rate during Drosophila wing development.
Identification of mechanisms associated with robustness to changes in Hedgehog levels
In order to investigate the question of robustness, mathematical modelling can be used as a tool to supplement existing data on this system and provide predictions for future work. Below, we analyse the steady state behaviour of our mathematical model to predict mechanisms which could enhance the robustness of target gene expression boundaries against individual variability.
In our model, we assume that HH acts as a morphogen in the anterior compartment such that the expression boundaries of the targets (e.g. col ,dpp) occur at specific threshold levels of activity.
Our initial and main focus is then on the sensitivity (robustness) of the position of target gene expression boundaries to changes in HH levels (both in terms of the rate of production of HH in the posterior compartment and the level of HH at the anterior-posterior (AP) boundary).
Towards these aims, we use the model to derive approximations for key aspects of the gradient, in terms of the model parameters (Eqns. (10)- (15) and (17); described in Fig. 1 and Table 1 ).
For example, HH levels at the AP boundary (α 0 ) and the boundary of high ptc expression (α A at position x A ), as well as the point at which HSPG saturation occurs (x P ) can be used to investigate how different interactions and mechanisms affect properties of positional signalling such as robustness.
Regulated transport and stability can enhance robustness to variations in Hedgehog production
HSPGs are believed to play a role in both the stabilisation and transport of morphogens (e.g. Callejo et al. (2006) , Gallet et al. (2008) ). To investigate the effect of HSPGs in the posterior compartment (where Hedgehog is produced) we compare our full model to a 'free diffusion' model that ignores the roles of HSPGs (by changing appropriate parameters in the model). in HH production (red vs black dashed lines in Fig. 5B,C) . This is demonstrated by a reduced shift in target gene boundary position in response to changes in HH production ρ h . However, enhanced robustness is only evident once a critical threshold of HH production has been surpassed, corresponding to the point where HSPGs become saturated with HH at the posterior margin (diamond in Fig. 5C ).
To understand the origin of this effect, we developed a simplified 'regulated transport' model (Han et al. (2004) , Eugster et al. (2007) ).
Using the simplified models, we can then derive approximations for (i) the HH concentration at the AP boundary (α 0 ), and (ii) the target gene expression boundary (x T ), in terms of the HH production rate ρ h :
Model B: Regulated Transport
where
for i = A or P, is the diffusion wavelength associated with each compartment, and 
To consider the robustness of this boundary position in response to changes in the HH production rate ρ h , we first derive expressions for the sensitivity coefficient σ
where F (ρ h ) > 0 (proved in Result S6 of Supporting Text). Thus, if the rate of Hedgehog production in Model B is above a critical value at which binding to HSPGs begins to saturate within the posterior compartment (so x P < L P ), the sensitivity coefficient is lower than in Model A. Thus, our model precictes that interactions between HH and HSPGs can increase the robustness of positional specification in the anterior compartment, for sufficiently high levels of HH production in the posterior compartment.
To determine the extent of this enhanced robustness, we consider the effect of a change in HH production rate from ρ h to ρ h = cρ h . In line with the above sensitivity results, two distinct behaviours can be observed in the models, when looking at the corresponding shifts in the level of HH at the AP boundary (α 0 to α 0 ).
In Model A, it is clear that α 0 = cα 0 and x T = x T + λ A ln c. This is also true for Model B when both x P and x P (the HSPG saturation position when the production rate is ρ h ) both exceed L P (i.e. HSPG does not saturate within the posterior compartment). However, in Model B when both x P and x P are less than L P , we can can show that α 0 does not shift as far as
These bounds (for α 0 ) are illustrated as the shaded regions in Fig. 5A . Clearly, if the change in
Therefore, once the rate of morphogen production ρ h passes a critical point such that x P = L P (represented by the diamond in Fig. 5C ), the system containing HSPGs becomes more robust.
There is a significant increase in robustness so that a c-fold increase in production only leads to a √ c-fold change (or better) in the concentration of HH at the AP boundary and a λ A ln √ c shift (or better) in the position of the target gene expression boundary (black dotted line in Fig. 5C ). This is opposed to a c-fold change and a λ A ln c shift in the free diffusion model (black dashed line in Fig. 5C ). Since the approximation in Model B depends on a large value for k out compared to γ f , we repeated the above simulations for a lower value of k out and an increased value of γ f . The theoretical predictions still hold (Supporting Figure S3 ).
In our model, the principal origin of this robustness is a restriction in the amount of HH that can be stably held in complex with HSPGs at the cell surface (µ). This in turn restricts the amount of HH that can travel to anterior cells. Adding this restriction mechanism leads to the existence of a critical posterior position (x P = L P ) at which HSPGs become saturated at the posterior margin. Indeed, without this restriction mechanism, other potential HSPG-mediated functions (transport, stability) can not account for the same robustness (Supporting Figure S4) . As can be seen from the equation for x P (Eqn. (11)), a number of variables affect the rate of production of HH at which this critical point (and hence the phase of enhanced robustness) is reached.
These include the diffusion rate D b , the HSPG binding capacity µ, and the "wavelength" of the anterior gradient λ A . However, once the threshold rate of HH production has been passed, changes to these parameters have relatively little additional effect on robustness (results not shown).
In our regulated transport model, we have assumed that HSPGs play a role in both stabilising HH and in restricting the amount of HH that can be held at the cell surface. As can be seen in Fig. 5D , this stabilisation has an additional effect (red vs blue lines), above and beyond that produced by restricting the amount of HH held at the surface (blue vs black dashed line).
Therefore, both of these mechanisms play an important role in enhancing robustness.
Multiple feedbacks combine to regulate Patched and can enhance robustness to variations in Hedgehog levels
Both the presence of negative feedback loops in signalling response networks and regulation of receptor levels by signalling activity have previously been associated with enhanced robustness In the Drosophila wing imaginal disc, at least three overlapping feedback loops combine to regulate Patched levels and signalling in response to Hedgehog signalling (see Fig. 2 ). In order to test the potential effects of these feedbacks on robustness, we vary or modify three relevant parameters:
1. ρ p2 : the strength of Patched up-regulation in response to signalling, 2. r: the strength of antagonism of the inhibitory effect of PTC by the HH-PTC complex, 3. k on : the rate of HH-PTC binding and internalisation (dependent on the levels of signalling and HSPGs).
For ρ p2 and r, we simply increase the values of the parameters from 0 to the estimated values in Table 1 (36 and 0.8 respectively). We make k on an increasing function of Hedgehog signalling, so that it can increase up to 5-fold near the AP border (see Materials and Methods). This up-regulation of k on in response to signalling is used to model the effect of up-regulating HSPGs (in particular Dally-like) in response to high levels of Hedgehog signalling.
As can be seen in Fig. 6A , each additional feedback leads to enhanced positional robustness of target gene boundaries in response to variations in HH levels at the AP boundary (in the model).
This is demonstrated by a reduced shift in target gene boundary position in response to changes in HH levels α 0 . The addition of negative feedback via ρ p2 has the largest effect on robustness (blue vs green line). Addition of either of the two positive feedbacks, via r and k on , leads to a further enhancement in robustness (red and dashed black vs blue respectively). To allow direct comparison, the models were matched so that HH levels were equal at the AP boundary, but HH levels differed at the target gene boundary (see Fig. 4A ). In order to ensure these results were not an artefact of this matching, we also modified the models to ensure HH levels were equal at the target gene boundary and obtained qualitatively similar results (Fig. 6B and Supporting Figure S5 ). We also repeated the simulations for the full posterior-anterior model with changes in the HH production rate (ρ h ) ( Fig. 6C and Supporting Figure S6 ). back to α 0 (x c , say) will decrease as the gradient steepens. Beyond this point, the steady-state gradient will be a copy of the original, but shifted away from the boundary by distance x c .
To approximate the magnitude of the gradient at the AP boundary, we first consider the high Patched production region close to the AP boundary. Using a model approximation (Model C in Supporting Text), the HH threshold corresponding to high Patched production (α A ) and the corresponding boundary position (x A ) are given below and shown in Fig. 1A :
where z 
As proved in Result S12 of Supporting Text, g increases (or remains unchanged) if either (i) α A decreases due to a single parameter change (excluding ρ p1 or ρ p2 ) or (ii) the transport rate D b decreases. Therefore, parameter changes that lead to a decrease in α A lead to an increase in the gradient at the AP boundary and an increase in robustness. Returning to the results in Fig. 6 , the values for α A and g can be seen in Table 2 Increasing Patched production (ρ p1 , ρ p2 ) generally leads to an increase in the gradient at the AP boundary and increased robustness. The above mentioned increase in robustness (blue vs green lines) can be attributed to an increase in ρ p2 , leading to an increase in δ(≡ [P tc] levels) and g.
In the simulations shown in Fig. 6A ,C, the models were matched so that HH levels at the AP boundary (α 0 ) equal 10. When we repeated the simulations, matching at a lower α 0 = 5 (Supporting Figure S5 and S6), we found larger differences between the above models (red and black dashed vs blue lines). Returning to Table 2 , this makes sense since the case when ρ p2 = 36, r = 0 and k on = 8 (blue model) is further away from high Patched production, whilst the models with additional feedbacks still lead to maximum Patched production at the AP boundary.
Here, we have focussed on the feedbacks that directly affect the Hedgehog receptor Patched.
However, additional feedbacks also exist within the signalling pathway, such as a positive feedback between Smoothened and Fused that antagonises Patched function in response to high Hedgehog signalling (Claret et al. (2007) , Liu et al. (2007) ). As can be seen in Supporting
Figures S14 and S15, this feedback has the same effect as the two positive feedbacks discussed above-Patched up-regulation is enhanced close to the AP boundary, leading to an enhancement in robustness to variations in HH levels. Indeed, this is generally the case when a positive feedback antagonises the negative feedback loop up-regulating Patched.
As mentioned above, other parameters (such as D b ) can also affect robustness by regulating the steepness of the gradient. This is particularly interesting since HSPGs are believed to play a role in morphogen transport and so this could provide an additional mechanism by which they could enhance robustness. A decrease in the HH transport rate close to the source due to HSPGs or signalling can have a similar effect to an increasing k on . This ability to increase robustness through reduced diffusion has also been proposed by other authors ).
Robustness in response to parameter variations
Both intrinsic and extrinsic variability of model parameters could lead to changes and fluctuations that also affect boundary positions. We therefore examine positional robustness to changes in value of a range of parameters in both posterior and anterior compartments.
With respect to anterior parameters, the models are most sensitive to changes in the HH diffusion/transport rate (D b ) and in the rate of HH-PTC binding (k on ), with target gene boundaries shifting significantly in response to changes in these parameters (Fig. 7A, . In both these cases, the target gene boundary is also more sensitive when there are feedbacks regulating Patched production (Fig. 7A,B , green vs blue, red and black dashed lines).
As can be seen in Fig (Fig. 7E,F and Supporting Figure S8 ). This is particularly evident for sensitive parameters such as the HH diffusion/transport rate D b and HH-HSPG binding (k out ) (Fig. 7E,F) . Therefore, it appears that sharpening the anterior gradient can make the system more robust to the secretion and transport of Hedgehog in posterior source cells.
Discussion
We have demonstrated experimentally that patterning in response to Hedgehog signalling is robust against variability in Hedgehog production. In order to investigate how different experimentally observed mechanisms affect this robustness, we have developed and analysed a new model of Hedgehog gradient formation and signalling. Rather than including every known interaction and reaction rate, our model focuses on the main feedback loops and mechanisms involved in Hedgehog transport and signalling. This allows us to use a combination of numerical simulation of the full model and mathematical analysis of simplified models to better understand the patterning functions associated with these important feedbacks and regulatory mechanisms.
Using relatively simple models has also allowed us to provide estimates for model parameters.
An important objective of our modelling work is to build upon the current understanding of the system, by providing (i) a formal description of system that is consistent with data, (ii) functional predictions for important mechanisms and (iii) ways of discriminating between alternative hypotheses that cannot be resolved by classical genetic techniques.
Our principal results predict how the following could enhance robustness to changes in HH levels:
1. Regulation of HH accumulation, transport and stability by HSPGs in posterior cells.
2. 'Self-enhanced' HH internalisation in anterior cells.
Our model predicts that cell surface proteins, such as HSPGs, could enhance robustness by restricting the amount of stable HH that can be held by, and transported across, posterior cells.
Once levels of HH reach µ at the posterior margin, any additional HH protein produced in the most posterior cells is degraded rather than being held stably at the surface and transported
anteriorly. This in turn leads to smaller variations in HH levels in anterior cells, compared to the scenario when HH can diffuse freely or without local regulation (Fig. 5) . These results are interesting when taken in the context of available data on HSPGs. HH accumulation is inhibited by mutations in the HSPG dally (Takeo et al. (2005)), as well as in mutations that modify HSPG activity, such as shifted, tout velu and sister of tout velu (Bornemann et al. (2004) , Glise et al. (2005) ). Meanwhile, HH movement across the tissue is impeded in cells mutant for both dally and dlp (double mutant) (Han et al. (2004) ), shifted (Glise et al. (2005) ), tout velu and sister of tout-velu (Bornemann et al. (2004) ). However, to what degree the effects of these different mutations are attributable to changes in HH stability or transport, or in the levels of HH that can be held and/or modulated by HSPG remains to be elucidated. The modelling work presented here predicts that allowing HSPGs to restrict the amount of HH held (via µ)
has the most significant effect on robustness and HH gradient formation (see also Supporting Figure S4 ). It is currently difficult to determine whether such a restriction mechanism occurs in vivo, since manipulations to HSPGs and related proteins often affect multiple functions. However, the model provides a useful tool for discriminating between the different possibilities and predicts that such a restriction mechanism changes the qualitative behaviour of the system.
From Fig. 5B and Supporting Figure S4 , we see that the transition to a robust phase is dependent on this restriction mechanism, and cannot be observed when only HSPG-regulated transport and stability are taken into account. Moreover, the qualitative nature of the increase in HH levels at the AP boundary differs-between straight/convex (red line) and concave (black dashed line)-only once the restriction mechanism (via µ) is taken into account. Support for such a restriction mechanism could be obtained by experimentally mimicking Fig. 5B , for instance by recording the expression range of HH targets and/or HH levels at the AP boundary in response to different rates of Hedgehog production.
Our second area of investigation focused on the anterior signalling pathway and how the regula-tion of HH-PTC internalisation could enhance robustness to changes in HH levels. In particular,
we found that any of the following could enhance robustness: Mechanisms (b), (c) and (e) are positive feedbacks that antagonise the negative feedback upregulating PTC (Fig. 2) . This leads to more PTC and a steeper HH gradient close to the AP boundary, giving a consequent enhancement of positional robustness beyond that resulting from mechanism (a) alone (Fig. 4A and Fig. 6 ). These results suggest functional roles for a number of experimentally observed mechanisms. For example, mechanism (c) suggests a function for the HSPG Dally-like in robustness. Experimental evidence shows that Dally-like is up-regulated in response to Hedgehog signalling, as well as being co-internalised with the HH-PTC complex to promote signalling (Gallet et al. (2008) ). Mechanism (d) is also interesting in the context of Shh signalling in vertebrates, where the signalling target Hhip1 sequesters Shh at the cell surface (Chuang and McMahon (1999) ). This ability to increase robustness through reduced diffusion has also been proposed by other authors ).
The inclusion of regulated transport and regulative feedback in our models provides a better fit to experimental data on the shape of the Hedgehog gradient. One fact that is apparent from these data is that posterior HH levels are not significantly higher than levels at the AP boundary (up to a 2-fold change seems reasonable: Tabata and Takei (2004), Eugster et al. (2007) ). However,
which is less than 2 only when γ(A) < γ(P ). This would then imply that HH would have to be degraded faster in the posterior compartment, which is not believed to be the case. However, the inclusion of HSPGs in the model provides a number of additional ways of matching model behaviour to the observed data. In this case,
Allowing HSPGs to modulate diffusion rates D b and/or limit the amount of HH that can be held at the surface (µ), can give the desired result. Furthermore, a positive feedback of some sort-such as HH-PTC antagonism of PTC function (mechanism (2b)) or HSPG up-regulation in response to signalling (mechanism 2(c))-is required to provide a good qualitative fit with the available experimental data. Expression data show that PTC protein is expressed at a high level in four to five anterior compartment cells adjacent to the compartment boundary, followed by a sharp drop off , Casali and Struhl (2004) ). In the model containing only the negative feedback loop, we observe a shallow PTC gradient, since PTC up-regulation is limited by its own levels (see blue line in Fig. 4) . However, once either of the two positive feedbacks are taken into account, the sharp PTC gradient observed in the data begins to emerge.
The available experimental data (such as that discussed above) also allow us to constrain the values of a number of the parameters in our non-dimensionalised model (see Table 1 and constraints
C1-C10 in Supporting Text).
Non-dimensionalisation is achieved by expressing parameters in terms of basal production and degradation rates of PTC (ρ p1 , γ p ) and the average cell size w ≈ 2.6µm (Kicheva et al. (2007) ). Previous modelling studies have used γ p = 0.0015s −1 (Lai et al. (2004) , Saha and Schaffer (2006) , Nahmad et al. (2008) ), based on measurements for the EGF pathway (French and Lauffenburger (1996) ), or γ p = 0.000625s −1 (Eldar et al. (2003) ). and Wingless (0.05 µm 2 s −1 ) in the wing disc (Kicheva et al. (2007) ).
In our models, it is necessary to assign values to the following parameters (with each concentration scaled by PTC levels at the anterior margin)
at the boundary of high PTC production, 2. µ, the stable HH concentration at the posterior margin, 3. α 0 , the stable HH concentration at the AP boundary.
These values could be determined from accurate measurements of (relative) levels of HH, PTC and HH-PTC across the disc. To the best of our knowledge, these experimental data do not exist, and so these measurements would be most valuable for future parameter estimation. In making this point, we are assuming that most HH is bound to HSPG and that the remainder degrades rapidly. Therefore, any experiment that could determine the relative levels of bound and free HH types would also assist parameter estimation.
The focus of this paper has been robustness to variations in Hedgehog levels. However, our models also suggest potential trade-offs between robustness and additional features of the Hedgehog gradient, such as signalling range and size regulation. For example, restricting the amount of stable HH at the cell surface results in the insensitivity of the HH gradient to changes in disc size. Once the size of the posterior compartment L P surpasses the threshold x P , the anterior gradient remains unchanged (note that L P has no effect on Eqn. (10)). Therefore, if HH target expression boundaries scale with disc size this may be mediated through regulated growth downstream of HH, rather than through the HH gradient itself changing. We also observe a trade-off between robustness and signalling range when considering feedback within the anterior signalling pathway. This is because enhanced HH binding/degradation near the AP boundary leads to a steeper gradient and lower HH levels away from the boundary (Fig. 4A) . In relation to this trade off, regulation of HH diffusion, HH-PTC internalisation rate, or the strength of HH-PTC antagonism of the repression of SMO activity by PTC, can provide a way of balancing robustness with signalling range. If the HH-PTC internalisation (or HH diffusion) rate is changed uniformly across the tissue then any enhanced robustness is counteracted by a more dramatic decrease in signalling range, compared to the models incorporating differential regulation of these properties (e.g. blue vs red and black dashed lines in Supporting Figure S1D ). This advantage resulting from differential regulation of Hedgehog transport/internalisation across the gradient is particularly interesting when we consider the Shh gradient and cell surface proteins in the vertebrate neural tube (Dessaud et al. (2008) ). Here, Hedgehog-interacting protein (Hhip) is up-regulated in response to high levels of signalling, leading to a greater amount of Shh being held near the source and effectively reducing the rate of transport across the tissue. Meanwhile, other cell surface proteins such as Gas1, Cdo and Boc are only expressed at low levels of signalling (due to inhibition by Shh signalling) but enhance signalling efficiency.
In order to allow mathematical analysis, a number of simplifications were incorporated in our models. Therefore, there are a number of ways in which our model could be developed and improved in the future. In our model the effects of SMO, FU, COS2, CIA and CIR are simplified into a single variable S. Representing these with separate variables would allow us to analyse signalling properties in more detail. Moreover, additional feedbacks have been observed within the signalling pathway. For example, Engrailed and Roadkill are both up-regulated in response to the highest levels of signalling, and down-regulate CI Kornberg (1990), Strigini and Cohen (1997) , Kent et al. (2006) ). However, we note that in the case of Roadkill, PTC production and patterning are not radically affected (Kent et al. (2006) ). In the current version of our model, we have assumed that secretion and transport rates are uniform across all posterior cells and not dependent on the precise concentrations of important proteins such as Dispatched, Shifted, Dally and Dally-like. However, there are some spatial variations in the expression levels of these proteins that could be examined in future models. For example, Dally-like is expressed at low levels in all posterior cells (Gallet et al. (2008) ), whilst Dally is expressed at low levels in posterior cells near the border and higher levels at the margins (Crickmore and Mann (2007) ). Moreover, both Dally and Dally-like are up-regulated in a stripe in anterior cells near the anterior-posterior border (Fujise et al. (2001) , Crickmore and Mann (2007), Gallet et al. (2008) ). A number of additional secretion / transport mechanisms could be added to future models. In particular, HH secretion, HH signalling, HH transport and HH-HSPG interactions have been shown to be affected by HH lipid modifications (Callejo et al. (2006) ). Interestingly these modifications also determine whether HH is transported across the apical or basolateral surface of the wing disc epithelium. Adding variables for mRNAs and adding time delays to processes such as transcription and translation could also make the models more realistic and allow us to study the dynamics of gradient formation in greater detail (as opposed to the steady state gradients which have been the focus of this paper). Considering the duration as well as the strength of signalling on targets such as dpp (Nahmad and Stathopoulos (2009) (15)) for different parameter sets described in Fig. 4 , and default parameters in Table 1 . We also include an additional case including all three feedbacks. : In the case where α A > α 0 and r = 0, [P T C] approaches z A = 0.3 near the AP boundary and this affects the approximation δ. We therefore show the gradient for δ = 0.3 (2) and δ = 0.6 (2.82). The default value of δ = 0.6 is used for the remaining parameter sets. Fig. 4A and B respectively. In each case, the HH concentration at 12 cells (when α 0 is at its base value), is used to define and track the target gene boundary. (C) Shift in target gene boundary in response to changes in Hedgehog production (ρ h ) for the full anterior-posterior model, for the parameter sets and base values of ρ h given in Fig. 4 and Supporting Figure S2B . The HH concentration at 12 cells (when ρ h is at its base value), is used to define and track the target gene boundary. Fig. 4 and Supporting Figure S2B . In addition, the black dotted line corresponds to the case where r = 0.4 and k on is increased 3.6-fold in response to signalling (mix of red and black dashed case). Target gene boundaries correspond to the HH concentration at 12 cells, when the parameter in question is at its default value (in Table 1 ) and ρ h takes its base value. (A-D) Anterior changes to D b (A), k on , ρ p2 and c p , respectively. (E,F) Posterior changes to D b (P ) and k out , respectively.
